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Cosmic Dancert
Agents of Oblivion

Agents of Oblivion did a sick ass cover of this alright T-rex song but I prefer
Oblivion 
well here it is

After each Em chord lead guitar plays this

e|--------------|
B|--------------|
G|--------------|
D|--------0h2---|
A|---0h2--------|
E|--------------|

(Somehow the rhythym guitar plays with both a clean acoustic simulation or
something 
at the same time running it through a little bit of overdrive, probably using
two amps)

  G#                               Fm
  I was dancing when I was twelve
  G#                               Fm
  I was dancing when I was twelve
  F#                               C#
  I was dancing when I was ahhh...
  F#                               C#
  I was dancing when I was ahhh...

  G#                               Fm
  I danced myself right out the womb
  G#                               Fm
  I danced myself right out the womb
  F#                               C#
  Is it strange to dance so soon
  F#                               C#
  I danced myself right out the womb

  G#                               Fm
  I was dancing when I was eight
  G#                               Fm
  I was dancing when I was eight
  F#                               C#
  Is it strange to dance so late
  F#                               C#



  Is it strange to dance so late

  Bbm          Eb
  Aaaah... ahh

  G#                               Fm
  I danced myself into the tomb
  G#                               Fm
  I danced myself into the tomb
  F#                               C#
  Is it strange to dance so soon
  F#                               C#
  I danced myself into the tomb

  G#                               Fm
  Is it wrong to understand
  G#                               Fm
  The fear that dwells inside a man
  F#                               C#
  Whats it like to be alone
  F#                               C#
  I m liken it to a balloon

  Bbm          Eb
  Aaaah... ahh

  G#                               Fm
  I danced myself right out the womb
  G#                               Fm
  I danced myself right out the womb
  F#                               C#
  Is it strange to dance so soon
  F#                               C#
  I danced myself into the tomb
  C#
  But then again once more

  G#                               Fm
  I danced myself right out the womb
  G#                               Fm
  I danced myself right out the womb
  F#                               C#
  Is it strange to dance so soon
  F#                               C#
  I danced myself into the tomb

  Bbm          Eb
  Aaaah... ahh



  G#, Fm (Played 3x then)

  G#                       Fm
  Danced myself into a tomb(whispered)

  G#                               Fm
  I danced myself into a tomb, yeah
  G#                               Fm
  I danced myself into a tomb
  G#                               Fm
  I danced myself into a tomb, oh yeah
  G#                               Fm
  I danced myself into a tomb

   Then you just keep playing this while the song fades out.
    G#,Fm


